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Financial Performance of 
Missouri Local Farm Supply Cooperatives 
1983·1990 
Cooperatives provide large shares of fann supplies purchased by 
farmers, as well as, marketing local grain and soybeans. There were a 
few hundred cooperative organizations in the state 60 years ago. Each 
was locally owned and controlled through an elected board of directors. 
The number of independent locals has declined greatly through 
closures, sales of assets, mergers and the centralization of many into 
MFA Inc. or MFA Oil. Today there are about 80 independent farm sup-
ply/marketing cooperatives operating in Missouri. There were 126 in 
1970 and 105 in 1983 according to a report by Ratchford, et al. 
This report traces from 1983 to 1990 several aspects of the finan-
cial performance of a substantial majority of these cooperatives. Its 
objectives are to analyze the general health and performance of farm 
supply cooperatives in the state and to seek clues concerning their 
improvement. It deliberately omits two super-locals because any large 
shift in their results would affect substantially the combined results of 
the much smaller locals in this analysis. Several other independents are 
also omitted because of a lack of data. 
This report includes 88 cooperatives for which we had financial 
records for 1983 and 1985 (reported in 1987 by Van Dyne and Rhodes). 
However, this report is not a simple addition of 1990 data because more 
than one-fourth of the 1985 group has changed status. Hence, this is an 
analysis of 62 cooperatives based on their 1983, 1985 and 1990 annual 
reports. 
The change in status of the 1985 group is as follows: 
62 still independent locals 
3 merged into 3 of the above 62 
13 now centralized into MFA Inc. or MFA Oil 
10 closed, or in one or two cases assets sold to an 
investor-own ed-finn 
88 Total 
This 30% reduction in the number of independent locals in five 
years raises questions about their continued viability. 
Since the fiscal years of cooperatives vary greatly, the 1990 year 
includes annual reports dated from March 1, 1990 to February 28, 1991. 
Many of the reports will cover several months of calendar 1989, a few 
will cover up to two months of calendar 1991 and all cover from two to 
12 months of 1990. The three cooperatives that merged after 1985 were 
treated as if they had already merged in the 1983 and 1985 data. The 
continuing independent cooperatives are frequently called "survivors" in 
this study as contrasted to the 26 "non-survivors." The merged coopera-
tives may be performing usefully as parts of a larger organization, so 
non-survivors is not a derogatory tenn. 
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Sales and Income 
Combined net sales fell by 12.6% from 1983 to 1985, but rose by 
17.7% from 1985 to 1990 <table 1). Estimated sales of all farm supply 
firms in Missouri fell 10% from 1983 to 1985 and rose 2% from 1985 to 
1990. Thus it appears these cooperatives lost a little market share in 
1983 to 1985, but gained market share 1985 to 1990. (See appendix for 
estimation). 
Sales per cooperative averaged $4.5 million in 1983, $3.9 million in 
1985 and $4.8 million in 1990. The variation of sales among coopera-
tives was quite large, especially in 1983 (table 1). The middle-size group 
(two to eight million dollars in sales in 1985) gained 25% in sales from 
1985 to 1990 compared to a 13% gain for the group of smallest coops 
and only an 8% gain for the largest coops. The largest single firm had a 
sales decline from $18.1 million in 1983 to $15.1 million in 1990. 
Net Incomes 
Net incomes per cooperative rose on average from 1983 to 1990. 
However, the high variability among cooperatives in net incomes in 
each ofthe three years should be noted. 
Net Income After-Tax (in $000) Per Cooperative 
-19..8a.. .J..9..8.5... ~ 
Mean 14 41 115 
Standard Deviation 139 82 163 
Maximum 400 287 736 
Minimum -500 -200 -105 
Variations in profitability rates among coops within a given 
year were even more striking as shown below: 
Net Income as Percent of Sales Per Cooperative 
Mean Profit Rate 
Standard Deviation 
Maximum 
Minimum 
.l.9.8.3... 
0.4% 
2.6 
5.5 
-7.4 
.1.9..M.. 
0.8% 
2.7 
9.2 
-11.0 
.l.allil 
2.0% 
2.4 
11.1 
-2.3 
Note: These means diverge slightly from those that can be calculated 
from the combined income statements which in effect are means of the 
cooperatives weighted by their size of sales and net incomes. 
Average earnings obviously trended upward from 1983 to 1985 to 
1990; we lack data for the intervening years, so we can make no conclu-
sions about them. Were these improvements broadly based? Yes, of the 62 
cooperatives, 42 had positive earnings in 1983, 43 in 1985 and 52 in 1990. 
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Consistency of Earnings and Associated Factors 
Were these cooperatives consistent over the three years in their 
accounting profits or losses? We use two measures to support the con-
clusion of considerable consistency. First, a simple correlation of the 
size of earnings was computed. The simple "r" coefficient of 0.45 
between 1983 and 1985 and 0.58 between 1985 and 1990 indicates there 
was a reasonable consistency over time. One would never expect a per-
fect 1.0 between two such variables, given the many factors that can 
impinge on the size of earnings in any particular year. 
Second, we measured how consistently these cooperatives had neg-
ative or positive earnings. Since there was data for three years, a par-
ticular cooperative could have any of four possible records: profits all 
three years, profits for two years, profits for one year or profits for zero 
years. One can also calculate the distribution expected if a cooperative's 
probability of making profits in any particular year was independent of 
profits made in any of the other two years. This chance distribution is 
based on the average cooperative being profitable 73.7% of the time, 
which was the record for these three years. The actual and chance dis-
tributions of cooperatives compared as follows: 
Profits in all 3 years 
Profits in two years 
Profits in one year 
Profits in zero years 
Chance 
24.4 
27.2 
9.4 
1J2 
62.0 
Aru!ill 
30 
14 
16 
~ 
62 
There is less than one chance in 100 that the actual distribution 
was not significantly different from chance. In other words, this second 
test also shows consistency of earnings. Slightly more than half were 
completely consistent; that is, of the 62 cooperatives, 30 had profits all 
three years and two coops had losses all three years. 
It might be conjectured that such factors as quality of manage-
ment and/or the local competitive environment may be a large part of 
the consistency over time in earnings or losses. These financial records 
provide no data, and hence no light, on those hypotheses. Are there any 
clues to be gained from the financial records that might be useful to 
managers and directors? The evidence suggests that gross margins and 
operating expenses were crucial while the size of the cooperatives (as 
measured by sales) was of minor importance in explaining variations in 
net incomes. Balance sheet strength was also important in the 80s-
highly leveraged cooperatives tended to be disadvantaged in earnings. 
We will now examine various facets of the data that support those 
observations. 
An examination of the combined income statements and balance 
sheet for the 30 consistently profitable cooperatives versus the 18 con-
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sistently unprofitable cooperatives (one or zero years of positive earn-
ings), reveals not only the substantial difference in average earnings, 
but also consistent differences in five other variables. The following 
data for six financial measures shows how much the averages of the 30 
profitable coops exceeded those of the 18 unprofitable coops. 
For example, the average profit rate in 1983 for the 30 profitable 
coops was 1.9% while it was negative 1.9% for the unprofitable coops, so 
the difference was the 3.8% shown below for 1983: 
Net earnings as % of sales 
Average sales per cooperative ($000) 
Gross margin as % of sales 
Operating expense as % of sales 
Net worth as % of assets 
Local net worth as % of assets 
N8.a. 
3.8 
$634 
1.3 
-2.6 
15.7 
22.3 
~ 
3.3 
$1,031 
1.6 
-2.2 
15.7 
26.5 
.ll!9.Q 
2.0 
$1,423 
2.2 
0.1 
13.9 
26.5 
These data show the consistently profitable group as averaging 2.0 
to 3.8% larger profit rates, larger sales (with the differential expanding 
over time), 1.3 to 2.2% higher percentage gross margins, lower percent-
age operating expenses (in 1983 and 1985, but not 1990), higher net 
worth and especially higher local net worth. 
Financial Changes of the 1985 Losers and Gainers 
Of the 62 surviving cooperatives in 1990, 43 had positive operating 
income in 1985. While those with losses (designated "losers" for conve-
nience as compared to "gainers") managed to turn their combined losses 
of 1985 into combined profits by 1990, they still lagged behind the gain-
ers (table 2). The losers had a greater rate of earnings improvement 
than the gainers since the losers' net operating income rose from a neg-
ative 1.4% of sales in 1985 to a positive 0.5% in 1990 (a gain of 1.9%). 
The gainers' operating income rose from 1.5% to 2.2% of sales (a gain of 
0.7%). The 1985 losers achieved an impressive cut in operating expens-
es while holding their gross margins constant. 
However, the two groups had virtually the same percentage 
growth in sales. Profitability ratios for the gainers versus the losers 
confirmed that the 1985 losers made greater strides from 1985 to 1990 
than the 1985 gainers (table 3). For example, net income as percent of 
net worth jumped from negative 6.6% to 6.3% for the 1985 losers, while 
increasing from 6.8% to 11.0% for the gainers (table 3). 
Financial Changes of Those Improving 
Their Profitability, 1985-90 
Of the 62 coops, 47 raised their net operating income (as a percent 
of sales) from 1985 to 1990 while 15 had a lower ratio in 1990 than in 
1985. The latter group had a substantial decline in operating income 
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from 1.5% of sales to 0.3%. The former group had an equally substantial 
rise from 0.6% to 2.1% (table 4). 
The most probable explanation of the income divergence in those 
groups was that those with lowered earnings had an increase of 1.0 
points in their operating expenses as a percent of sales, while those 
with increased earnings lowered their operating expense ratio by 1.2 
points. 
Profitability and Volume of Sales 
Profitability showed a positive relationship to cooperative size only 
in the 1990 results (table 5). Then, earnings as a percent of sales were 
1. 7% for cooperatives in the below $2 million sales group, 2.2% for the 
$2 to $8 million group and 2.9% for the larger cooperatives. 
In terms of simple linear correlation, the "r" was a weak 0.20 for 
1990 between dollar sales and percent net income, while it was negative 
0.04 for 1983 and only 0.09 for 1985. To the extent that a lower operat-
ing expense ratio may represent efficiency the middle size. group led in 
1990 with operating expenses at 13.0% of sales for this group, followed 
by the largest size group at 14.1% and then by the smallest cooperatives 
at 14.8%. Perhaps greater size helped a little in being profitable in the 
late 1980s, but it was far from being a necessity. 
Gross Margins, Operating Expenses and Profit Rates 
Gross margin plus other income minus operating expenses equals 
net operating income. Add extraordinary items and patronage from 
other cooperatives and subtract income taxes from net operating income 
to obtain net income after taxes. Given these accounting relationships 
and given that gross margins and operating expenses are typically 
much larger than any other item in the above list, it is obvious that 
they are likely to be related to net income. In fact, both were related. 
The simple r's of percentage gross margin and profitability (earn-
ings as percent of sales) were 0.22, 0.34 and 0.51 for 1983, 1985 and 
1990. Thus, higher percentage margins yielded higher percentage prof-
its,on average, although the relationship was not as strong as some of 
the earlier evidence might have suggested. 
Correlation coefficients between percent operating expense and 
percent net income were negative 0.53, negative 0.26 and positive 0.14 
for the three years. The positive relation for 1990 is a surprise. A possi-
ble explanation is percentage gross margin (GM) and percentage oper-
ating expense (OE) were correlated enough that high operating expens-
es were more than counterbalanced by high gross margins in 1990. The 
simple correlations of GM and OE were 0.62, 0.64 and 0.80 for the three 
years. More useful information can be learned by looking at each in 
some detail. 
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The relatively large yearly variations among the 62 cooperatives in 
both GM and OE percentages were as follows: 
GrQ::iS marl,tin % Q12eratin~ eX12en::ie % 
llBa .laB.5 .laa.Q .la8.a .l.9.85. .laa.Q 
Mean 10.8 11.6 12.2 13.5 14.4 13.9 
Minimum 5.3 5.9 5.1 5.8 5.9 5.9 
Maximum 16.6 18.0 24.0 23.3 23.1 25.9 
How is it that some cooperatives can maintain gross margins or 
operating expense ratios that are three or four times that of other farm 
supply cooperatives? How much consistency is there over time in a coop-
erative maintaining a relatively high or low GM? 
To examine the latter question, cooperatives were sorted into 
"high" or "low" gross margin groups. These groups were defined as 
being more than one standard deviation above or below the average 
GM. The high GM group had 12 cooperatives in 1983, 12 in 1985 and 14 
in 1990. Only 19 made those 38 "appearances," so each high GM coop 
averaged a ranking in 2 of the 3 years. Likewise, 14 cooperatives made 
32 "appearances" in the low GM group or an average of 2.3 times in 3 
years. No coop switched between the low and high groups during this 
period. Thus there was consistency in cooperatives maintaining a rela-
tively high or low GM. 
The high gross margin group had higher operating expenses, but 
also had much higher net earnings than the low GM group. Here is the 
comparison for the two groups: 
Hi~hGM LQ:W: GM 
.la8a .laB.5 .lIDW .la8.a .l.9.85. .lIDW 
%GM >13.9% >15.0% >16.7% < 7.7% < 8.2% <7.7% 
% OE (average) 17.0 18.4 19.1 10.1 11.2 9.6 
% net income 1.4 2.8 4.2 - 0.9 - 0.1 0.8 
(average) 
No. of cooperatives 12 12 14 10 13 9 
Note that about one-sixth of the 62 cooperatives were in each of 
these extreme groups in which the high group took percentage gross 
margins about double those in the low group, but they also paid out 
much higher OE percentages and yet had much higher profitability. It 
would be informative to study in detail the environments in which these 
two very different results were obtained. One factor in 1990 that may 
have introduced a little more variability in gross margins and operating 
expenses is that about 63% of the cooperatives reported patronage 
receipts as decreases in cost of goods sold (which raises the gross mar-
gin) and/or as decreases in operating expenses rather than reporting 
them as explicit patronage receipts. 
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Changes in Gross Margins and Operating Expenses (1985-90) 
The extent to which cooperatives were able to gain control of GM 
and OE after 1985 were quite important to their bottom line profit 
rates. 
For example, the nine largest cooperatives (as of 1985) had a 
greater improvement in profit rates by 1990 than any other size group. 
This group raised earnings from 0.6% of sales to 2.9% by cutting operat-
ing expenses by 1.1% of sales and raising gross margins by 1.3% (table 
5). The greater gain made by this group is significant because they had 
the highest financial leverage and the most interest to pay of all the 
groups. 
Financial Changes, 1985-85, 
Surviving vs. Non-Surviving Locals 
The locals that did not continue to 1990 had changes in their com-
posite income statements (1983 - 85) that compared unfavorably with 
the changes in those locals continuing to be independent. Their com-
bined sales fell by 21.1% compared to 12.6% for those continuing. 
But their failure to control operating expenses was the critical fac-
tor. Thus, OE jumped from 14.9% to 18.1% of sales (table 6) while the 
survivors only allowed OE to rise 1.3% of sales. Of course, in a period of 
falling sales, OE will rise rapidly as a percentage of sales, unless diffi-
cult and stringent cost cutting is done. How much this failure to cut 
costs was a cause of merger or closure, and how much a symptom that 
local boards and management were giving up is a question that cannot 
be answered from accounting records. Non-continuing coops that closed 
had a greater loss of sales (-23.2% vs. -18.8%), a larger increase in OE 
(3.7% vs. 2.7%) and a greater fall in net incomes (-499% vs. -205%) from 
1983 to 1985 than those that were acquired by regionals. 
Patronage Receipts and Net Income. Ratchford and others in 
their study of Missouri cooperatives were greatly concerned that total 
net income was less than their patronage receipts from regionals. This 
dependence was viewed as making local cooperatives vulnerable to 
forces outside their control. 
The net income of this study group was less dependent on patron-
age receipts in 1983 than was true for Ratchford's larger group. More-
over, its dependence was reduced still further in 1985 and 1990. The 
combined net income of these cooperatives as a percentage of their 
patronage receipts was 62%, 26%, and 34% for 1983, 1985 and 1990. 
(The percentage for 1990 omits the records of the 15 cooperatives not 
providing patronage receipt information.) 
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Balance Sheet 
Balance sheet changes were different from the changes in the 
operating statement. While the combined sales of the 62 cooperatives 
were only 2% higher in 1990 than in 1983, their combined assets rose 
6% and their combined net worths were 20% higher. Those increases 
were actually declines when adjusted for inflation. 
For example, the implicit Gross National Product (GNP) price 
deflator for gross private domestic investment rose nearly 23% from 
1983 to 1990 while the consumer price index rose 30%. 
Condensed and Combined Balance Sheet for 62 Cooperatives 
($ million) 
.llt8.a ~ .llliW 
Assets 109.4 107.1 116.3 
Liabilities 50.2 46.0 45.4 
Net Worth 59.2 61.1 70.9 
(See Table 7 for a more detailed balance sheet) 
As shown above, combined assets fell from 1983 to 1985 and then 
rebounded by 1990. Since "other assets" (equity in other cooperatives) 
fell and did not rebound later, their percentage of total assets fell sub-
stantially-a process that likely strengthened the asset side of the 
locals' balance sheets. Local net worth (net worth minus other assets) 
rose markedly. 
Combined "Other" Assets and Local Net Worth of 62 Cooperatives 
Other assets in $ million 
Other assets as % total assets 
Local Net Worth as % Total Assets 
.ll!8a 
$29.6 
27.0% 
27.1% 
.l9.8fi 
$29.6 
27.7% 
29.4% 
lli.Q 
$26.3 
22.6% 
38.4% 
Fixed assets as a share of total assets fell from 1970 to 1985 for 
independent Missouri locals. That trend reversed in the 1985-90 inter-
val as the percentage share offixed assets for these 62 cooperatives rose 
from 21.9% to 25.2% (table 8). 
From 1983 to 1985 the average maturity of debt shifted shorter 
term with more current debt relative to term debt. That average matu-
rity stayed much the same from 1985 to 1990 (table 8). 
Liquidity of the combined cooperatives was relatively constant 
through the period. The current ratio (current assets divided by current 
liabilities) varied from 1.43 in 1983 to 1.37 in 1985 to 1.54 in 1990 (table 
9). Average net working capital (current assets minus current liabili-
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ties) for these 62 continuing cooperatives rose from $260,000 per cooper-
ative in 1983 to $638,000 in 1985. Meanwhile for the 23. cooperatives 
not continuing as independents, their average net working capital 
declined from $101,000 in 1983 to a negative $767,000 in 1985. 
Leverage in the combined balance sheet of the survivors declined 
over this period as many cooperatives scrambled to reduce debt. The 
ratio of total liabilities to net worth fell from 0.85 in 1983 to 0.75 and 
then to 0.64 in 1990 (table 9). 
Strengthening of the balance sheet was aided by the rise in prof-
itability. Net income (after taxes) as a percent of net worth rose from a 
tiny 1.5% in 1983 to 4.2% in 1985 and then to 10.1% in 1990. 
Efficiency in use of assets varied slightly about a stable trend. The 
ratio of sales to assets was 2.65 in 1983,2.37 two years later, and 2.57 
in 1990 (table 9). 
Thus the combined balance sheet strengthened in some areas and 
stayed constant in others in 1990, as compared to 1985 and 1983. 
Balance Sheet Items by Size of Cooperative 
There was considerable variability among the individual coopera-
tives. Net worth, for example, ranged among the cooperatives from 
$30,000 to $2.9 million in 1985 and from $73,000 to $3.5 million in 
1990. Likewise, total assets ranged from $143,000 to $7.2 million in 
1985 and from $183,000 to $8.3 million in 1990. The cooperative with 
the maximum net worth in 1983 also had the maximum in 1985 and 
1990; it was not the cooperative with the maximum assets in any of 
those three years. 
Minimum, Maximum and Mean Balance Sheet Items for 
Individual Cooperatives (000 dollars) 
1983 1990 
Min l\kan Max Min Mftan Max... 
Assets 168 1,683 7,922 183 1,877 8,306 
Liabilities 31 772 6,561 29 732 4,869 
Net Worth 124 911 2,859 73 1,144 3,545 
The group of 9 largest coops in 1985 had a weaker combined bal-
ance sheet than the other size groups including lower liquidity ratios 
and higher leverages (table 10). This group's net worth was only 41.1% 
of total assets as compared to 66.4% for the next lowest group which 
was the middle size (table 11). By 1990, this group oflargest coops had 
made greater strides than the others in strengthening their balance 
sheets, although their combined balance sheet was still weaker than the 
other two groups. 
For example, combined net worth was raised to 48.1% of assets, 
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and liquidity ratios improved (tables 10 and 11). One means of 
strengthening their balance sheets was through restrained acquisition 
of assets-their dollar value increased only 2.2% from 1985 to 1990 
compared to increases of 16.0% and 12.3% for the small and middle-
sized groups. This strengthening was also aided by a 9.8% reduction of 
total debt, while total debt grew by 5.4% for the mid-size group and by 
34.9% for the smallest coops. Improved earnings during the period prob-
ably contributed to this strengthening. While earnings for the interven-
ing years are unknown, this larger coop group earned 6.5% on total 
assets in 1990 compared to 1.2% in 1985. 
Balance Sheet Items for 1985 Loser and Gainers 
Just as we earlier examined the income statements for clues why 
some cooperatives performed very differently from others, we now 
examine the balance sheet with the same objective. We looked at the 
two groups of "gainers" (positive net income in '85) and the "losers" 
(negative net income in '85). Not surprisingly the losers had weaker bal-
ance sheets than the gainers-the ratio of total liabilities to net worth 
was 1.26 for the losers and 0.64 for the gainers. Both groups reduced 
their leverage ratio by 199O-down to 1.04 for the losers and 0.55 for 
the gainers. 
It was noted in the income section that losers in 1985 gained rela-
tively faster during 1985-1990 than the gainers in 1985, but that they 
still lagged behind in 1990. Much the same could be said about changes 
in liquidity of these two groups. The losers, as a group, increased both 
their current and acid test ratios to a stronger position (table 3). The 
gainers, as a group, had a smaller increase in their current ratio and 
none in their acid test ratios. Generally, the losers had higher leverage 
ratios in both 1985 and 1990 than the gainers, but the losers reduced 
more their ratios in that time period (table 3). 
Fewer differences between losers and gainers were found in the effi-
ciency ratios. Both groups raised their ratios of sales to ' total assets. 
Inventory turnovers of eight or nine were similar for the two groups. Both 
groups lowered their average collection period for net accounts receivable. 
Balance Sheet Items of Survivors vs. Non-Survivors 
Earlier we noted there were important differences in the 1985 
income statements of the survivors versus the non survivors. Generally, 
the non-survivors (after 1985) were characterized in the period 1983 to 
1985 by rapidly falling sales, ballooning operating expense ratios, and 
falling net incomes. Not surprisingly, non-survivors already (by 1983 
and especially by 1985) had weaker balance sheets than the survivors. 
A comparison of the changes between 1983 and-1985 in the com-
posite balance sheets of those continuing as locals vs. those not continu-
ing as locals to 1990 shows most of their balance sheet weakness devel-
oping during that period. 
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As shown in Table 12, those not continuing as locals had much 
greater percentage falls during 1983 to 1985 in assets and net worth 
(and a plunge into negative local net worth) as compared to those con-
tinuing as locals. Table 13 documents further the high leverage and 
heavy losses of these non-survivors. Within the not-continuing group, 
those cooperatives that closed had even greater declines in assets and 
net worth in the 1983 to 1985 period than those cooperatives that were 
acquired by regionals. For example, the net worth of the closed group 
fell 41% while that of the acquired group fell 25%. 
As might be expected, the not-continuing locals already had weak-
er balance sheets in 1983. For example, those locals had net worth and 
local net worth of 39.4% and 10.5% of total assets while the ratios of the 
continuing locals were 54.1% and 27.1%. 
Cooperatives with low net worth in 1985 less frequently survived 
to 1990 than those with higher net worth. Nineteen of the 23 coopera-
tives not surviving to 1990 as independents had net worth.to total asset 
ratios below 50.1% in 1985. In contrast, only 10 of the 62 surviving 
independents had ratios below 50.1% in 1985. 
In the mid-80s, cash returns on "other assets" (equity in the region-
als) typically were low or nil. Thus, local net worth computations (net 
worth minus other assets) were helpful in appraising balance sheets. 
Cooperatives with low local net worth proved to be more vulnerable. 
Of the 15 cooperatives in 1985 with negative local net worth only 
one survived as an independent; of the 24 with positive local net worth 
at 25% or less of total assets, 17 survived; of the 48 with higher ratios, 
43 survived (Table 14). Clearly most, but not all, of the cooperatives 
that closed or merged or consolidated into a regional had weak balance 
sheets in 1985. 
How did the 62 survivors look in 1990 in terms of local net worth? 
Only one had negative local net worth, while another nine were in the 
weak category of a local net worth to total assets ratio of 25% or less. 
Cooperative Performance 
How can these results be helpful as managers or boards of directors 
evaluate the performance of their own cooperative? Managers and 
boards will probably compare the bottom line. Those coops achieving top 
profitability rates as compared to this state group may feel like bragging. 
Also, managers, directors and members usually look beyond the 
bottom line. They are well aware-as shown clearly in these results-
that high earnings are frequently associated with higher prices for farm 
supplies. What is obtained "up front" is more important than the "bot-
tom line." Various surveys have shown that members emphasize the 
desirability of the lowest possible prices for farm supplies. 
For example, studies by both Schrader, et. al., and by Boynton and 
Babb found that midwestern farmers reported low prices were an 
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important influence on whether they purchased through · their supply 
cooperative. Likewise, Burt and Wirth recently reported that coop mem-
bers in Oregon's Willamette Valley were willing to trade off patronage 
refunds and easy credit for lower prices offarm supplies. 
Parliament, et. aI., recently proposed that "an appropriate perfor-
mance measure for an agricultural cooperative could be the profitability 
of the members' farming operation with and without the cooperative." 
Finally, E. G. Nourse's famous criterion of cooperatives as a competitive 
yardstick, emphasized the beneficial impact of cooperatives on prices 
paid and received by farmers. Of course, managers and directors are 
aware the future viability of the cooperative as a business organization 
depends upon earnings, so the bottom line cannot be ignored. However, 
more earnings are not necessarily better, once an adequate level is 
reached. 
Cooperatives and their members benefit from efficiency, but that is 
difficult to compare. A comparison of operating expenses as a percent of 
sales is appropriate and those cooperatives with unusually high or low 
rates might ask themselves why. High operating expenses may be justi-
fied by a high level of services. However, there were large variations 
among cooperatives in operating expenses shown in this study. More-
over, there was evidence some groups of cooperatives increased earn-
ings by reducing their operating expenses. Thus, it is suggested that 
cooperative leaders compare their cooperative to these statewide results 
in terms of the key income statement items of gross margins, operating 
expenses and net earnings. 
Nor should the balance sheet be neglected. Most cooperatives have 
recovered from their over-leveraged positions of the early '80s. Those 
positions were particularly burdensome when interest rates soared in 
the early 1980s. However, any viable business ought to benefit from 
some leverage in times of more normal interest rates. 
Conclusions 
1. By 1990, 26 (30%) of the 88 independent farmer supply locals stud-
ied in 1985 had either merged with another cooperative or had 
closed. These 26 exits (non-surviving as independents) showed 
many signs of stress in their 1983 and 1985 annual reports. A 
majority had negative earnings: 16 of the 26 had negative earnings 
both in 1983 and 1985, while another seven had negative earnings 
one of those years. 
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Those negative earnings were associated with higher than aver-
age operating expenses (as a % of sales), high leverage, low (usually 
negative) local net worths and rapidly falling sales between 1983 
and 1985. Our study in 1985 (Van Dyne and Rhodes) noted the 
same negative characteristics about 11 other cooperatives that had 
ceased to be independent between 1983 and 1985. 
2. Sales of the 62 survivors have risen nearly 18% since 1985 which 
probably represents a small increase in their share of the farm sup-
ply/grain market in Missouri. 
3. Combined net earnings of the 62 surviving independents rose since 
1983. The percentage of the group with positive earnings rose from 
68% in 1983 to 84% in 1990. 
4. Earnings varied widely among cooperatives in each of the three 
years. The greatest range in profitability was in 1985 when net 
earnings varied from a maximum of 9.2% of sales to net losses of 
11.0%. 
There was consistency over time in a particular cooperative's 
profitability: 30 of the 62 cooperatives had positive earnings all 
three years while 18 had net losses two or three of the three years. 
Such consistency says something about the differing quality of man-
agement (by managers and boards) in various cooperatives. We also 
suggest many of those 18 may be candidates for exit during the '90s. 
5. Earnings have improved in cash content as well as in amount. In 
1983 combined patronage refunds from regional cooperatives (farm 
supply and credit) were 62% of combined net income. A majority of 
patronage refunds have been paid in regional equity rather than in 
cash. Consequently, cooperatives totally dependent on patronage for 
their earnings tended to drift into a cash flow crisis in the '80s. That 
dependence on the regionals declined to 26% by 1985 and remained 
low in 1990. Thus, higher proportions of 1990 earnings were cash 
than was true in 1983. 
6. Balance sheets changed from 1983 to 1990 toward lower leverage, 
higher net worths and much higher local net worth. There was con-
siderable variation among the cooperatives in each of the balance 
sheet items. By 1990 only one cooperative had a negative local net 
worth (LNW) while another nine had a weak LNW to asset ratio 
under 25%. Of the 15 cooperatives in 1985 with negative local net 
worth, only one survived to 1990. 
During the '80s farm crisis emphasis was put upon local net 
worth because the present value of regional equities was being dis-
counted heavily. That discounting is no longer as severe since the 
regionals' finances have improved. However, the general increase in 
local net worth represents a strengthening of the independents' bal-
ance sheets. A few cooperatives have no term debt which appears to 
be an extreme reaction to potential insolvency experienced earlier 
by many firms. 
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7. What factors within these accounts are associated with profit rates? 
Generally, higher gross margins, lower operating expenses and lower 
leverage each contributed to higher earnings. Variations among 
cooperatives in gross margins and operating expenses (as percent of 
sales) in a given year were considerable. The approximately one-
sixth of the cooperatives with the highest gross margins had gross 
margins double those of the approximately one-sixth of the coopera-
tives with the lowest gross margins. The high margins' group had 
operating expense ratios that averaged about seven to nine points 
higher than the low margins' group and its profit rates were also two 
to three points higher. There was a slight tendency in 1990, for larg-
er cooperatives to have a slightly higher profit rate than the smaller 
ones. Hence, it appears a cooperative in chronic trouble has more to 
gain from a new board and management than seeking to merge with 
a neighboring cooperative in similar difficulty. 
8. The best performing cooperatives may not have been those with top 
profitability, but those of medium to high profits that also had aver-
age or lower gross margins. For example, the middle-sized coopera-
tives with earnings of 2.2% of sales in 1990 may have performed as 
well or better than the largest cooperatives with earnings of 2.9% 
because the middle-sized group "gave more up front" to their mem-
bers. Their GM's were 11.5% compared to the 12.5% of the largest 
cooperatives. 
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Table 1. Net Sales of Same Group of Missouri Farm Supply 
Cooperatives, 1983 to 1990 
No. of Cooperatives 
Combined Sales of Coop 
Average Sales per Coop 
Std. Dev. of Sales per Coop 
Max. Sales per Coop 
Min. Sales per Coop 
-----\($000)1-----
.l.9.B.3... 
65 
290,132 
4,464 
3,799 
18,117 
550 
.1a.8Ji.. 
65 
253,590 
3,901 
2,995 
12,309 
491 
.lJill.O.. 
62 
298,454 
4,814 
3,359 
15,053 
231 
Note: See Appendix Table 1 for a more detailed income statement for 
the 4 years. Mergers among 6 of the cooperatives reduced the 65 in 1985 
to 62 in 1990. 
Table 2. Income Statement of Two Groups of Cooperatives, 
1985 and 1990 
Cooperatives With Losses In After-tax Income in 1985 
Percentage 
(000) Dollars Change % of Sales Points Change 
~ ~ ~ .lruil2. 1m ~ 
Net Sales 65,786 77,919 18.4% 100.0 100.0 0.0 
Gross Margin 6,582 7,790 18.4 10.0 10.0 0.0 
Other Income 2,601 2,955 13.6 4.0 3.8 -0.2 
Gross Operating Income 9,182 10,745 17.0 14.0 13.8 -0.2 
Operating Expense 10,133 10,394 2.6 15.4 13.3 -2.1 
Net Operating Income -950 351 137.0 -1.4 0.5 1.9 
Net Income After Taxes -800 883 210.4 -1.2 1.1 2.3 
Cooperatives With Positive After-tax Income in 1985 
Net Sales 177,594 208,029 17.1% 100.0 100.0 0.0 
Gross Margin 20,816 26,080 25.3 11.7 12.5 0.8 
Other Income 6,719 6,957 3.6 3.8 3.3 -0.4 
Gross Operating Income 27,535 33,037 20.0 15.5 15.9 0.4 
Operating Expense 24,708 28,450 15.1 13.9 13.7 -0.2 
Net Operating Income 2,723 4,587 68.5 1.5 2.2 0.7 
Net Income After Taxes 3,211 5,953 85.4 1.8 2.9 1.1 
Note: Two of the three pairs of cooperatives that were merged together 
after 1985 are omitted because one cooperative in each pair had losses 
while the other had gains. Hence, the combined totals for these two 
groups are less than for all the cooperatives in other tables. 
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Table 3. Balance Sheet Ratios of Two Groups of Cooperatives 
for 1985 and 1990* 
coops with Losses in 1985 Coops with Gains in 1985 
1985 1990 1985 
!Wi2i !Wi2i ~ 
Liquidity Ratios 
Current Ratio 1.00 1.27 1.57 
Acid Test 0.46 0.56 0.87 
Leverage Ratios 
Current Liabilities: Net Worth 1.10 0.80 0.53 
Term Liabilities: Net Worth 0.17 0.24 0.09 
Total Liabilities: Net Worth 1.26 1.04 0.63 
Fixed Assets: Net Worth 0.45 0.46 0 .37 
Profitability Ratios 
% Local Return -5.08% 1.70% 4.90% 
% Net Income: Net Worth -6.60% 6 .27% 6.85% 
% Net Income: Total Assets -2.92% 3.07% 4.21% 
Activity Ratios 
Sales: Working Capital NWC** 25.99 12.76 
Sales: Fixed Assets 12.00 12.08 10.43 
Sales: Total Assets 2.40 2.71 2.36 
Inyentory Turnover 8.26 8.76 9.20 
Net Accounts Receivable 
Collection Period 26.05 23.05 31.97 
*Data in Table 3 is sorted by 1985 Gainers and Losers 
**NWC = Negative Working Capital 
1990 
IWiIa 
1.65 
0.87 
0.50 
0.05 
0.54 
0.40 
7.08% 
11.01% 
7.15% 
12.05 
9.66 
2.52 
8.82 
26 .96 
Note: Current ratio is current assets over current liabilities. 
Acid test is the difference of current assets minus inventory 
over current liabilities. 
Percent local return is net income over the difference of total 
assets minus other assets. 
Working capital is the difference of current assets minus cur-
rent liabilities. 
Inventory turnover is cost of goods over inventory. 
Net Accounts receivable collection period is accounts receivable 
divided by average daily sales. 
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Table 4. Operating Results for Farm Cooperatives According to 
Whether They Had Increases in Operating Income as 
Percentage of Sales, 1985 to 1990 
O~ratins: Income as % of Sales 
Increased Sll~ Ql: D!lmll!led 
.JJt8.Q 
.lrutQ N8.5. ~ 
Number of Coops 47 47 15 15 
Percent of Gross Sales 
Gross Margin 11.46% 12.14% 10.93% 10.94% 
Other Income 3.82% 3.44% 3.48% 3.26% 
Gross Operating Income 15.28% 15.58% 14.41% 14.20% 
Opeating Expenses 14.69% 13.48% 12.92% 13.88% 
Net Operating Income 0.59% 2.10% 1.49% 0.32% 
Net Income 0.86% 2.78% 1.63% 0.73% 
Table 5. Income Statement Data as a Percent of Net Sales by 
1985 Size for Locally Owned Farm Supply and 
Marketing Cooperatives in Missouri, 1985 and 1990 
----------------------1985 Cooperative Sales Groups---------------------
Less Than $2 to $8 More Than 
$2 MiIliQn Million $8 MilliQn 
-----------------------------Percent of Net Sales---------------------------
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
Sales 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 
Cost of Goods Sold 88.0% 87.5% 88.7% 88.5% 88.8% 87.5% 
Gross Margin 12.0% 12.5% 11.3% 11.5% 11.2% 12.5% 
Other Income 3.5% 3.6% 3.5% 3.2% 4.2% 3.7% 
Gross Operating Income 15.5% 16.2% 14.9% 14.7% 15.4% 16.3% 
Operating Expense 15.3% 14.8% 13.7% 13.0% 15.2% 14.1% 
Net Operating Income 0.2% 1.4% 1.2% 1.6% 0.2% 2.1% 
Patronage Received 0.1% 0.5% 0.3% 0.7% 0.0% 1.0% 
Income Tax 0.1% 0.3% 0.1% 0.1% 0.4% 0.1% 
Net Income 0.3% 1.7% 1.4% 2.2% 0.6% 2.9% 
Note: See Appendix Table 2 for the dollar values from which this table 
was computed. 
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Table 6. Consolidated Income Statements for 1983 and 1985 
for 23 Cooperatives That Were no Longer Locally 
Owned by 1990 
-Totals- Change % of Total Sales Change 
ma.. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
Net sales 58,897 46,491 -21.1% 100.0% 100.0% 0.0% 
Cost of goods sold 53,051 41,738 -21.3% 90.1% 89.8% -0.3% 
Gross margin 5,845 4,753 -18.7% 9.9% 10.2% 0.3% 
Other income 2,226 1,963 -11.8% 3.8% 4.2% 0.4% 
Gros Oper. income 8,072 6,715 -16.8% 13.7% 14.4% 0.7% 
Operating expenses 8,770 8,409 -4.1% 14.9% 18.1% 3.2% 
Net oper. income -698 -420 39.8% -1.2% -0.9% 0.3% 
Patronage reoeived 379 119 -68.6% 0.6% 0.3% -0.4% 
Income Tax 26 50 92.3% 0.0% 0.1% 0.1% 
Net income -344 -1,519 ·341.6% -0.6% ·3.3% -2.7% 
Table 7. Combined Balance Sheet for 62 Independent Locals, 
1983, 1985 and 1990 
($000) 
1983 1985 1990 
Assets: 
Current 53,900 53,982 60,744 
Other (Equity in other coops) 29,601 29,635 26,315 
Net Fixed 25.881 23.182 2~.285 
Total 109,382 107,099 116,344 
Liabilities: 
Current 37,776 39,308 39,437 
Term 12.391 6.667 5.981 
Total 50,168 45,975 45,418 
Net Worth 59,215 61,124 70,926 
Local Net Worth 29,614 31,489 44,611 
Note: (1) Totals sometimes appear wrong because of rounding. 
(2) Local Net Worth equals the difference of Net Worth minus 
Other Assets. 
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Table 8. Percentage Distribution of Assets for 62 Cooperatives, 
1983,1985 and 1990 
19& .la8li. .la.9..Q. 
Assets: 
Current 49.3% 50.4% 52.2% 
Other (Equity in other coops) 27.0 27.7 22.6 
Net Fixed .2.3.L 2lJl 2U.. 
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Liabilities: 
Current 34.6 36.7 33.9 
Tenn .u..a. fL.2.. .5..1.. 
Total 45.9 42.9 39.0 
Net Worth 54.1 57.1 61.0 
Local Net Worth 27.1 29.4 38.4 
Table 9. Financial Ratios for 62 Local Cooperatives in 1983, 
1985 and 1990 
..ll8.3. ~ ~ 
Liquidity Ratios 
Current Ratio 1.43 1.37 1.54 
Acid Test 0.83 0.72 0.78 
Leverage Ratios 
Current Liabilities 0.64 0.64 0.56 
Tenn Liabilities: Net Worth 0.21 0.11 0.08 
Total Liabilities: Net Worth 0.85 0.75 0.64 
Fixed Assets: Net Worth 0.44 0.38 0.41 
Profitability Ratios 
% Local Return 0.29% 2.49% 5.84% 
% Net Income: Net Worth 1.54% 4.18% 10.07% 
% Net Income: Total Assets 0.83% 2.39% 6.14% 
Activity Ratios 
Sales: Working Capital 17.99 17.28 14.01 
Sales: Fixed Assets 11.21 10.80 10.19 
Sales: Total Assets 2.65 2.37 2.57 
Inventory Turnover 11.62 8.76 8.80 
Net Accounts Receivable 
Collection Period 32.63 31.22 25.94 
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Table 10. Financial Ratios for 62 Locally Owned Farm Supply 
and Marketing Cooperatives In Missouri, 1985 
--1985 Sales Volume Grouping--
Less Than $2to8 More Than 1985 
~2Mil1ign Mfilign ~BMilli!!n lhlBl 
Number of Coops 18 35 9 62 
Liquidity Ratios 
Current Ratio 2.32 1.72 1.02 1.37 
Acid Test 1.21 0.96 0.51 0.73 
Leverage Ratios 
Current Liabilities: Net Worth 0.30 0.43 1.22 0.64 
Term Liabilities: Net Worth 0.06 0.07 0.21 0.11 
Total Liabilities: Net Worth 0.36 0.51 1.43 0.75 
Fixed Assets: Net Worth 0.26 0.30 0.61 0.38 
Profitability Ratios 
% Local Return 2.95% 3.92% 0.66% 2.49% 
% Net Income: Net Worth 2.94% 4.86% 3.22% 4.18% 
% Net Income: Total Assets 2.15% 3.23% 1.32% 2.39% 
Activity Ratios 
Sales: Working Capital 8.76 12.06 243.07 17.28 
Sales: Fixed Assets 13.34 12.48 8.57 10.80 
Sales: Total Assets 2.57 2.51 2.14 2.37 
Inventory Turnover 9.11 10.14 7.50 8.93 
Net Accounts Receivable 
Collection Period 27.35 26.86 36.82 30.43 
Note: See Appendix tables 2 and 3 for the dollar values from which 
these ratios were calculated. 
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Table 11. Changes in Assets and Liability Composition for 62 
Locally Owned Farm Supply and Marketing 
Cooperatives in Missouri From 1985 to 1990 Based 
on 1985 Sales Categories 
-----------------1985 Sales Volume Category------------------
Less Than $2 to $8 More Than 
$2 Million Mjllion $8 Million 
--------------------Percent of Total Assets--------------------
~ ...lailiL ~ ...lailiL ...la.8.5.. ...lailiL 
Assets 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 
Current 51.6% 56.3% 49.6% 51.0% 51.2% 53.0% 
Other 29.1% 23.8% 30.3% 22.7% 23.9% 22.2% 
Net Fixed 19.3% 20.0% 20.1% 26.3% 24.9% 24.9% 
Liabilities 
Current 22.3% 28.3% 28.8% 28.5% 50.3% 43.2% 
Term 4.4% 2.7% 4.8% 3.1% 8.6% 8.8% 
Total 26.6% 31.0% 33.6% 31.6% 58.9% 51.9% 
Net Worth 73.4% 69.0% 66.4% 68.4% 41.1% 48.1% 
Local Net Worth 44.3% 45.3% 36.1% 45.7% 17.3% 25.9% 
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Table 12. Comparison of Balance Sheet Changes, 1983 and 1985, 
for Those Cooperatives Continuing or not 
Continuing as Locals to 1990 
23 Cooperatives Not Continuing 62 Cooperatives Continuing 
A:l Lo!;WIl: Qwn~d. As Lo!;WIl: Qwned 
-----------Totals------- Change -----------Totals----------- Change 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
--(Ooo~ Percent --(000)--- Percent 
Assets 
Current $12,660 $9,471 -25.19% $ 53,900 $ 53,982 0.15% 
Other 6,639 6,603 -0.54% 29,601 29,635 0.11% 
Net Fixed 3,727 3,032 -18.65% 25,881 23,482 -9.27% 
Total 23,028 19,106 -17.03% 109,383 107,099 -2.09% 
Liabilities 
Current 10,346 11,236 8.60% 37,776 39,308 4.05% 
Term 3,619 1,814 -49.88% 12,391 6,667 -46.19% 
Total 13,965 13,050 -6.55% 50,168 45,975 -8.36% 
Net Worth 9,063 6,056 -33.18% 59,215 61,124 3.22% 
Local Net Worth 2,424 -547 -122.57% 29,613 31,489 6.33% 
Table 13. 1985 Balance Sheet Ratios Compared for Cooperatives 
Exiting Before 1990 or Surviving as Independents 
to 1990 
26 Exiting 62 Surviving 
~ ~ 
Liquidity Ratios 
Current Ratio 0.84 1.37 
Acid Test 0.46 0.72 
Leverage Ratios 
Current Liabilities: Net Worth 1.86 0.64 
Term Liabilities: Net Worth 0.30 0.11 
Total Liabilities: Net Worth 2.15 0.75 
Fixed Assets: Net Worth 0.50 0.38 
Profitability Ratios 
% Local Return -8.86% 2.49% 
% Net Income: Net Worth -25.08% 4.18% 
% Net Income: Total Assets -7.95% 2.39% 
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Table 14. Changes in Percentage of Local Net Worth to Assets 
for Local Cooperatives, 1985 to 1990 
Original 88 1985 Ratio of Surviving 62 
Percentage of Local Cooperatives the 26 CQQ1HlIati:ll:es 
Net WQIth tQ Assets in 1985 N@-SurviypIS .la85 .lllilll 
<0 15 14 1 1 
0-25 24 7 17 9 
25.1- 50 29 4 25 30 
50.1 - 75 19 0 19 19 
75.1- 100 1 1 12 a 
88 26 62 62 
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Appendix 
Estimation of Market Share of 62 Farm Cooperatives 
Official state estimates as published in the Missouri Farm Facts 
for total sales of feed, seed, pesticides, fertilizer and lime .and for the 
total production value of winter wheat and soybeans were totaled as a 
crude approximation of the "total sales" of farm supply firms in Mis-
souri that also typically operate country elevators. To account for the 
fact that considerable grain is marketed in the calendar year after its 
harvest and also that fiscal years for many of these cooperatives includ-
ed several months of 1989 (and of 1984 and 1982), the total sales were 
averaged for 1982-83 to represent 1983, etc. Those average sales 
totaled: 
1982-83 $2,286 million 
1984-85 2,051 million 
1989-90 2,094 million 
These totals could be divided into the total sales of these 62 farm coop-
eratives to estimate their market share. The market shares were 12.7%, 
12.4% and 14.2% for 1983, 1985 and 1990. Because of the crude approx-
imation of the state totals, these estimates might easily be in error by 
several percentage points. Note that sales of several Missouri locals and 
of the Missouri regional units are not included in these cooperative 
sales, so the market shares of all farm supply/grain marketing coopera-
tives are larger than these estimates. 
Appendix Table 1. Consolidated Income Statement for 62 Local-
ly Owned Farm Cooperatives in Missouri, 1983, 1985 and 1990 
-Totals -Percent of total sales-
(000 dollars) 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ..llll& 
Net Sales 290,132 253,590 298,454 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 
Cost of Goods Sold 261,019 224,779 262,888 89.97% 88.64% 88.08% 
Gross Margin 29,113 28,811 35,565 10.03% 11.36% 11.92% 
Other Income 9,250 9,529 10,155 3.19% 3.76% 3.40% 
Gross Operating 38,363 38,340 45,721 13.22% 15.12% 15.32% 
Income 
Operating Expenses 38,131 36,411 40,464 13.14% 14.36% 13.56% 
Net Operating 231 1,929 5,257 0.08% 0.76% 1.76% 
Income 
Patronage Received 775 765 2,327 0.27% 0.30% 0.78% 
Income tax 97 137 345 0.03% 0.05% 0.12% 
Net Income 909 2,557 7,142 0.31% 1.01% 2.39% 
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c.:> Appendix Table 2. 1985 and 1990 Combined Income Statement of 62 Locals by Size of Local 0 
1985 Sales Groupin~s of Locals 
-< $2 Million-- ---$2-8 Million-- --> $8 Million-- --All Cooperatives--
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
Net Sales $23,514,192 $26,625,443 $140,184,478 $174,672,826 $89,891,626 $97,155,430 $253,590,296 $298,453,699 
Cost of 22,652,354 23,285,958 122,345,264 154,606,455 79,781,533 84,995,947 224,779,151 262,888,360 
Goods Sold 
Gross Margin 3,090,580 3,339,485 15,610,472 20,066,371 10,110,093 12,159,483 28,811,145 35,565,339 
Other Income 901,691 971,509 4,882,414 5,553,890 3,745,166 3,629,916 9,529,271 10,155,315 
Gross Operating 3,992,271 4,310,994 20,492,886 25,620,261 13,855,259 15,789,399 38,340,416 45,720,654 
Income 
Operating 3,935,681 3,930,484 18,831,035 22,789,115 13,644,270 13,744,497 36,410,986 40,464,096 
Expense 
Net Operating 56,590 380,510 1,661,851 2,831,146 210,989 2,044,902 1,929,430 5,256,558 
Income 
Patronage 36,086 144,053 373,090 1,234,784 355,740 947,979 764,916 2,326,816 
Received 
Income Tax 24,408 73,640 102,554 163,239 10,224 107,657 137,186 344,536 
Net Income 68,268 440,926 1,932,387 3,906,574 556,505 2,794,475 2,557,160 7,141,975 
Appendix Table 3. Combined Balance Sheet of Cooperatives 
Grouped by 1985 Size 
1985 Sales Volume Category 
Less Than $2 to $8 More Than 
~2 Milli!ln MimQn ts Milli!ln 
(000) 
~ ~ ~ J.aaQ.. ~ ~ 
Assets $9,133 $10,591 $55,926 $62,781 $42,040 $42,972 
Current $4,716 $ 5,960 $27,752 $32,029 $21,514 $22,756 
Other $2,654 $ 2,518 $16,942 $14,264 $10,038 $ 9,533 
Net Fixed $1,763 $ 2,114 $11,232 $16,488 $10,488 $10,684 
Liabilities 
Current $2,033 $ 2,997 $16,130 $17,889 $21,145 $18,551 
Term $ 399 $ 284 $ 2,668 $1,932 $ 3,601 $ 3,766 
Total $2,431 $ 3,281 $18,799 $19,821 $24,745 $22,317 
Net Worth $6,702 $ 7,311 $37,127 $42,960 $17,295 $20,655 
Local Net Worth $4,048 $ 4,793 $20,185 $28,696 $ 7,257 $11,122 
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